A Chronology of Jane Austen and her Family

For nearly forty years Deirdre Le Faye, one of the world’s leading authorities on Jane Austen, has been gathering and organising every single piece of information available about the Austen family before, during and after Jane’s lifetime. She has now collected all this material together to produce a unique chronology, containing some 15,000 entries. For the first time, those interested in Jane Austen can discover where she was and what she was doing at many precise moments of her life. The entries, many taken from hitherto unexplored and unpublished documents, are presented in a clear and readable form, and each item of information is linked to its source. The volume includes family trees for the extended Austen and Knight families from the sixteenth to the twentieth century. This is a key work of reference that every scholar and reader of Austen will find fascinating and indispensable.

Deirdre Le Faye is a biographer and editor of Jane Austen, and is the author of Jane Austen: A Family Record (revised edition, Cambridge, 2004).
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Preface

It is now more than thirty years since I started to research the life and times of Jane Austen, investigating many hitherto unnoticed manuscripts in both public and private collections. This research enabled me to compile a card index of some 15,000 documented facts concerning the Austen family and their contemporary friends and neighbours. All the most important information so gathered went into the composition of my biography *Jane Austen, a Family Record*, published in 1989, and also provided the basis of the biographical and topographical notes to my edition of *Jane Austen’s Letters* in 1995. Since 1989, ongoing research by members of the Jane Austen Society in this country, and by members of JASNA across the Atlantic, has brought to light still more facts, and this latest knowledge is incorporated in the second edition, revised and enlarged, of *Family Record* (2004).

But no biography, no matter how detailed, can include every single small scrap of information about its subject’s life; and yet such scraps can add up, in a pointilliste technique, to create a picture of the background to Jane Austen’s life that is useful alike for biographers or for the particular interests of economic, social or local historians. Even though *Family Record* had been published, I felt reluctant to throw away the card index which had taken me so long to compile, and so decided instead to publish the contents purely as a chronology that could be used as a reference text by other writers. Original research takes up a great deal of time, not to mention the expenses of travelling to libraries, county record offices and private archival collections, and I was very lucky in being able to spend so many years journeying round England and reading through manuscripts at my leisure – a situation which in all probability no other researcher into Jane Austen’s life will ever enjoy again.

Sources

(1) Many entries come directly from unpublished documents, the manuscripts being either in county record offices or still in private collections. Call-marks are given for those MSS in record offices, preceded by a coded identification of the actual document – e.g.,

FCKpb
U.951/F.24/1

stands for:
Fanny Catherine Knight pocket-book, its call-mark at the Centre for Kentish Studies being U.951/F.24/1 [for the year 1804].
Such identification codes are given in the list of Abbreviations, and the sources are identified in the MS Bibliography.

(2) Some Austen and Austen-Leigh family documents which were extant in the late nineteenth or early twentieth centuries cannot now be found, and may
have been destroyed in the bombing raids on London in the 1940s. In some cases, but unfortunately not all, R. A. Austen-Leigh made MS or typewritten notes or partial transcripts from these documents, and these later copies survive in the Austen-Leigh archive now in the Hampshire Record Office.

(3) One particular item whose loss leaves a considerable gap in Austenian studies is the ‘Memoir Album’, a volume bound by Birdsall of Northampton and containing all the correspondence and reviews concerning the first and second editions of the Revd James Edward Austen-Leigh’s *Memoir of Jane Austen*. This album was lent by R. A. Austen-Leigh to Dr R. W. Chapman in 1926, but what happened to it thereafter is unknown. Dr Chapman made typewritten extracts from some of the letters, and eventually passed his copies on to the National Portrait Gallery, where they form part of the Gallery’s file on the portraits, genuine or otherwise, of Jane Austen. These limited and haphazard extracts are now the only source for several facts concerning Jane Austen’s life as remembered by her collateral descendants in the 1860s–70s.

**Editorial policy**

(1) Letters, whether published or still in manuscript, are summarised with all salient points mentioned, and sometimes short quotations given as well, within inverted commas, if a summary would lose the flavour of the original.

(2) Pocket-book and journal entries are quoted verbatim, within inverted commas; though in some cases, if the original is very heavily abbreviated, the contractions are expanded for ease of comprehension. The entries in the pocket-books of Warren Hastings, for example, are much abbreviated as well as being written in a minuscule hand.

(3) Where financial or civic – especially taxation – records are concerned, the facts are given in running text format rather than the tabulations of the originals, although verbatim quotations may be given occasionally if this seems preferable. Where banking records are concerned, there are many variations in the spelling of the names and titles of creditors and debtors; as it is difficult to decide which is the correct spelling, these differing versions have been reproduced verbatim.

(4) Some facts concerning JA and her family are now well known and have been published in many earlier biographies and articles. For the purpose of this Chronology, the reference given for the entries may be – depending upon circumstances – either the earliest publication; or the most accurate version; or the publication most accessible to the general reader; but not each and every published reference will be given for any particular fact.

(5) Although the aim is always to include as much information as possible, nevertheless it is inevitable that some bounds have to be set and some selectivity exercised. There are sixty-three surviving pocket-books and journals written by JA’s youngest brother, Admiral Charles Austen, from 1815 until his death in 1852; but by definition there are references to his sister only in the earlier years. Similarly, JA’s niece Fanny Knight’s pocket-books run from 1804 until 1872, but only the earlier volumes are relevant to JA’s life; when aunt and niece are in each other’s company, at Godmersham or Chawton, Fanny’s daily entries are quoted in full; but when they are apart,
each in their respective homes, then only those entries by Fanny which actually mention the other Austens are quoted.

I hope that this uniquely detailed chronology will be of the greatest use to all future biographers, literary critics and historians, providing as it does accurate documented facts gathered from a wide variety of sources.

DEIRDRE LE FAYE
Portishead, 2004
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